
TISSUE PAPER LANTERNS

Nov 19, Explore juliawelliott's board "Tissue Paper Lanterns" on Pinterest. See more ideas about Crafts, Lanterns and
Paper lanterns.

What do you think? Grab a stick and slide it under the knotted handles of your lantern. Start with a thick layer
of glue on the bottom of the balloon. Gather supplies and cut tissue paper into small, manageable blocks.
Brush glue on top of the entire filter, saturating the paper. The activity itself will take anywhere from 15 â€”
30 minutes. We always have a great time making our lanterns and just as much fun as we walk through our
neighborhood showing our beautiful creations. Time to have fun! Repeat until the whole jar is covered with
overlapping tissue paper. Make sure to cover the edges with glue. When the balloon starts to shrink, the
lantern may fall off. Prep: Fill a small container with the glue mixture â€” half glue, half water â€” then mix it
to an even consistency. The wet paper is delicate. Photos welcome! It may take several days for your creation
to completely dry. The lanterns glow and give the perfect amount of light to explore nature after dark. Thread
the yarn through the hole and then bring it up and over to match up with the other end. Brush glue over entire
piece of tissue paper, saturating it and covering the edges as you did with the filter. Blow up your balloon to a
large size. Use a clothesline, shower rod, hook or chandelier to hang your balloon up to dry. Add handles to
your lantern. Connect with neighbors and surprise them with some tasty fall treats delivered by lantern-light. I
even got to bring my daughter Maya to work with me when she was a baby! Check after two days to see if
your lantern is dry. Using your single-hole punch, punch four holes at the rim of your lantern; one hole in the
middle of each side of the rim. Make sure the four pieces of yarn are of equal length or your lantern will hang
crookedly. When the lantern comes off of the balloon, it will be a little bit dented. Final Words Enjoy this time
of togetherness with your family as you step out into the darkness of the evening with your lanterns shining so
bright. You can choose tissue paper in any color or pattern. The lantern may wrinkle as the balloon shrivels.
Once it is dry, you can place and light the tea candle inside and the colors will come to life. Enjoy exploring
your neighborhood by lamplight together. Continue to add little drops of water until the glue is thin enough to
spread with the paintbrush. Overlap the edges of the paper as you cover the balloon. This is a fun project that
is easy to do yourself and would be a great activity for the long Thanksgiving weekend. As you apply the
squares, use slow, steady strokes to brush glue over entire sheets of tissue paper. The lanterns are colorful at
sunset. Supplies Needed: Pint sized canning jar or similar sized, empty food jar with labels completely
removed Colored tissue paper Washable, non-toxic school glue mixed half glue with half water Thin gauge
garden wire for a handle Small foam paint brush Tea light candle Time: Prep should take no longer than 15
minutes depending on how many lanterns you are prepping. Attach your balloon to a hanger with a clothespin
or twine. Two candles per lantern give a perfect amount of glow. Tear different colored tissue paper in to
small irregular pieces, 1 â€” 2 inches in diameter. Gather up all of the yarn ends, lift them up and hold them
over the lantern.


